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PREFACE 

This Memorandum, with Parts I-VI, comprises a study 

of the use of computing machines to resolve the complex 

iquations which arise in biology and medicine.  Part VII 

discusses the question of the numerical inversion of the 

Mellin transform. 
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SUMMARY 

In  this  series of papers,  we have  so  far considered 

various analytic  and computational  aspects of  the 

numerical  inversion of  the Laplace  transform and,   in 

addition,   some applications  to  scientific  problems.     In 

this  paper we wish  to consider  the  question of the 

numerical  inversion of  the Mellin  transform, 

F(s)  -   !       u(t)ts  Ldt. 
j 

0 

This transform also plays an important role in the study 

of functional equations of the type that arise in 

mathematical physics. 
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NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS  OF  FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS   BY MEANS  OF 
LAPLACE TRANSFORM—JVII:   THE MELLIN TRANSFORM 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In  this  series of  papers,  we have  so  far considered 

various  analytic  and computational  aspects of   the 

numerical   inversion of   the  Laplace  transform and,   in 

addition,   some applications   to  scientific   problems.     In 

this paper we wish  to consider  the  question of   the 

numerical   inversion of  the Mellin  transform, 

(1.1) F(s)  -  J      u(t)ts~1dt. 

6 

This  transform also plays  an  important  role  in  the study 

of functional equations of  the type  that arise  in 

mathematical physics. 

2. A PRELIMINARY TRANSFORMATION 

Let  us make  the change of variable 

(2.1) f-rh:'     r-T-FT- 

Then  (1.1)   assumes  the  form 

(2.2) F(3) .   \
l "W(l-r?) (jX^dr 

o 
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upon simplifying the notation by setting 

(2.3) g(r) = u(r/(l-r))/(I - r)z. 

We suppose that u(t) -♦ 0 as  t ^ or  rapidly enough so 

that  F(s)  is defined for  Re(s)  0,  and thus that 

g(l) = 0. 

Applying an N—th order Gaussian quadrature as in 

the earlier papers, we have 

N r.  s-1 
(2.4)    F(s) 1 7    w. g ( r . ) v T =— 

where   the     r.     are   the  roots  of   the  shifted  Legendre 

1 + x polynomial,     PN(—j—)   = ^N(x). 

Setting     s ■ 1,2,...,N,     we obtain    N     linear 

algebraic   equations  for  the     N     quantities     w.g(r.)j 

i  ■  1,2,...,N.     Since  the matrix     ([r.(l — r.)lJ)     is 

ill—conditioned,   this  is  not necessarily equivalent  to 

obtaining meaningful valuet   for  the    w.g(r.). 

3.     EXPLICIT MATRIX  INVERSION 

Let us  then employ a device used in   [1]   to obtain 

an explicit analytic  solution of  the corresponding  system 

obtained  in connection with  the  Laplace  transform.     From 

(2.4),  we have 
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N N rN-l r.     xk~ 
(3.1) Z    a^F    -    E    w.gCr^L Z    ^    (j-^-) J 

k-1    k k      i-1    1      1 Lk-0    Fc+iVi      rly J 

for any    N    constants    a,,a«,,.. ,aN.     We can write  (3.1) 

in  the  form 

(3.2) S    a-F,   -    Z    w g(r )</r-i-r.\ 
k»l    K K      i-1    1      1    Vi      ri^ 

where 

N-1 k (3.3) cp(x)  «    E    a, .^x  , 
k-0    K+i 

a polynomial of degree     N - 1. 

Let us choose  this polynomial  in a convenient 

fashion.    Suppose  that 

(3.4) ^r^_)-ä 
1 -' 

Then,   if    \+i   •>     k ■ 1,2,...,N,    are the corresponding 

coefficients  in   (3.3),  we  have 

(3-5)   ^ akJFk - "j^j)- 

Thus,     (ak+i   •)     ^s  t^e  required  inverse matrix. 

To  obtain the  required polynomial    (p.(x),    consider 

the  function 
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(3.6)    TTN(X) - tCr-^), 

where ^N(x)  is the function introduced in Sec. 2.  We 

see that 

(3.7)    Vr^J ' ^N(ri) ' 0'  1 " l'2"'""' 

However,     TT
M(

X
)     ^

S
 

a  rational  function,  not  a polynomial 

To remedy  this,  consider  the  new function 

(3.8) M^x)  -  (1 + X)
N

TTN(X)   -  (1 + x)\(T-^), 

a polynomial of degree     N.     Then 

Vx) 
(3.9) ^(x) 

-r^TT^r^TT 

is  the  required polynomial  of degree    N — 1.     Writing 

N^l . 
(3.10) <p.(x)  -    E    a.    ,    .xK, 

J k-0    K^i'J 

we obtain  the  desired weighting  factors. 

4.     COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS 

A computer program will be  required,   as  in the case 

of  the Laplace  transform  (see   [1]),   to determine   the 
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a, .i ..  They can, in this way, be obtained to arbitrary 

precision. We shall report on this, together with 

applications, in a subsequent paper. 
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